ABSTRACT Using a spectral decomposition technique (Soto & Martin 2012, hereafter Paper I), we investigate the physical origin of the high-velocity emission line gas in a sample of 39 gas-rich, ultraluminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG) mergers. Regions with shock-like excitation were identified in two kinematically distinct regimes, characterized by broad (σ > 150 km s −1 ) and narrow linewidths. Here we investigate the physical origin of the high-velocity (broad) emission with shock-like line ratios. Considering the large amount of extinction in these galaxies, the blueshift of the broad emission suggests an origin on the near side of the galaxy and therefore an interpretation as a galactic outflow. The large spatial extent of the broad, shocked emission component is generally inconsistent with an origin in the narrowline region of a AGN, so we conclude that energy and momentum supplied by the starburst drives these outflows. The new data are used to examine the fraction of the supernova energy radiated by shocks and the mass loss rate in the warm-ionized phase of the wind. We show that the shocks produced by galactic outflows can be recognized in moderately high-resolution, integrated spectra of these nearby, ultraluminous starbursts. The spectral fitting technique introduced in Paper I may therefore be used to improve the accuracy of the physical properties measured for high-redshift galaxies from their (observed frame) infrared spectra.
INTRODUCTION
Ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) are some of the most powerful galaxies in the local universe, with log(L IR /L ⊙ ) > 12. Many ULIRGs exhibit disturbed morphology which indicates that they are major mergers (Borne et al. 1999 ). Tidal interactions in major mergers are believed to drive gas inflow that fuels both the starbursts and the active galactic nuclei (AGN) in ULIRGs (Toomre & Toomre 1972; Sanders et al. 1986; Springel et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2008) .
Models of major mergers also predict an early phase of supernova feedback followed by the emergence of an AGN Hopkins et al. 2005; Hopkins 2012 ). Starburst-driven outflows are found in 75 − 80% of ULIRGs (Rupke et al. 2002; Martin 2005) . Interstellar absorption lines in their spectra are blueshifted a few hundred km s −1 relative to the systemic velocity set by the molecular gas and stars (Armus et al. 1990; Heckman et al. 1990; Martin 2005 Martin , 2006 Rupke et al. 2005a,b,c; Rupke & Veilleux 2005) . AGN-driven outflows, in contrast, have only been found in the small subset of ULIRGs with Seyfert 1 nuclei (Rupke et al. 2005a) , possibly indicating that these systems are no longer classified as ULIRGs by the time AGN drive the outflows. Because the measured stellar velocity dispersions of ULIRGs typically exceed the stellar rotation speed and the surface brightness profiles fit r 1/4 laws (Genzel et al. 2001) , as in elliptical rather than spiral galaxies, removal of the gas -whether by star formation, black-hole fueling, or outflow -provides the last step in transforming ULIRGs into field elliptical galaxies (Dasyra et al. 2006) .
The high SFRs common among z ∼ 2 − 3 galaxies are thought to be fueled by steady gas accretion instead of mergers (Daddi et al. 2007; Shapiro et al. 2008; Noguchi 1999 ), but mergers may play a pivotal role in the formation of galactic spheroids even at these redshifts (Hopkins et al. 2011) . Regardless of how these galaxies get their gas, comparable star formation rates are only found among ULIRGs and the Lyman-Break Analogs (Overzier et al. 2008 (Overzier et al. , 2009b (Overzier et al. ,a, 2011 Heckman et al. 2011) in the local universe, so these environments provide the best local laboratories for studying the feedback processes that shape the evolution of high-redshift galaxies.
Given the importance of incorporating feedback from massive stars and AGN into galaxy formation simulations, simultaneously mapping out the excitation and gas kinematics in these extreme, local environments is of broad interest (Heckman et al. 1987; Armus et al. 1990; Heckman et al. 1990; Murray et al. 2005; Veilleux et al. 2009 ). The emission-line spectrum of shocked regions, for example, is easily distinguished from the spectrum of gas photoionized by massive stars but quite similar to the spectrum of gas photoionized by an AGN. Because the size of the narrow-line region (NLR) powered by AGN is limited by the AGN luminosity (Bennert et al. 2006a,b; Greene et al. 2011) , one strategy for breaking this degneneracy between excitation mechanisms is to resolve the location of the gas emitting the shock-like spectrum (Monreal-Ibero et al. 2006; Rich et al. 2011; Gonçalves et al. 2010, , Paper I) . Large velocity dispersions provide another way to identify regions with strong feedback from star formation and active nuclei, gravitational instability, and/or streams of recently accreted material (Genzel et al. 2011; Law et al. 2009; Schreiber et al. 2006 ) and the Doppler shifts of broad emission-lines can be used to distinguish shocks generated by galactic winds and infall from either cold streams or tidally stripped gas.
To provide a more comprehensive examination of the location and speeds of shocks in ULIRGs, we mapped the emission-line ratios across 39 local (z = 0.043 − 0.152) ULIRGs in velocity and one spatial direction. These longslit spectra obtained with the Keck Echellette Spectrograph and Imager (ESI) lack the complete spatial coverage of integral field spectra (IFU) but offer more sensitivity and broader spectral coverage than IFU observations. In Paper I, we identified the regions with shocklike line ratios. Following a brief summary of the sample and observations in Section 2 of this paper, the velocity dispersion and Doppler shift of the shocked regions are presented in Section 3, where we argue that outflows are the primary origin of those shocked regions with broad (σ > 150 km s −1 ) emission lines. In Section 4, we discuss the origin of the outflows and estimate the outflow properties. Finally, we discuss the impact of shocked gas on the integrated spectrum in Sect. 5.1.
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
This study examines the measurements presented in Paper I of 39 ULIRGs at various stages of merging chosen from from the IRAS 2 Jy survey (Murphy et al. 1996) . These local galaxies span z = 0.043−0.163, allowing spatially resolved optical spectroscopy with the Keck ESI 1 ′′ × 20 ′′ long slit. The data were reduced as described in Martin (2005) . Emission lines in the galaxies have ∼70 km s −1 spectral resolution and ≈ 0.8 ′′ spatial resolution limited by the atmospheric seeing. The median spatial resolution is 1.5 kpc, with a range of 0.7 to 2.1 kpc depending on redshift.
RESULTS
In Paper 1, we decomposed the emission line profiles into multiple Gaussian components. An example of this decomposition is shown in Figure 1 . Because we jointly fit several transitions, we measured diagnostic line ratios for each velocity component. Using kpc-scale apertures, we mapped the Doppler shift, velocity width, and line fluxes across the ULIRGs. The results, provided in Table  3 of Paper 1, were used to classify the excitation mechanism of each component as HII-like or shock-like. Here, we explore the relationship between the gas kinematics and the excitation mechanism.
For each velocity component at a given spatial location, we classified the excitation mechanism as HIIlike or shock-like using diagnostic ratios of line fluxes (Kewley et al. 2006) . The [OI]/Ha ratio plays a major role in this categorization due to its high sensitivity to shocks. In cases where [OI]/Ha is obscured by telluric absorption, we rely on [SII]/Ha and [NII]/Ha to make this distinction. If the errors in the flux ratio cross the maximum star formation line, then the excitation mechanism is designated "unclear". We note that our "unclear" category differs from the composite classification of Kewley et al. (2006) , defined by line ratios between the empirically defined maximum star formation limit and the maximum star formation. We further describe these categories and the fitting method in Paper I. Figure 2 shows a histogram of the velocity dispersions of the components from all apertures across all galaxies divided by excitation class. Spectral components classified as "HII-like" are narrow in linewidth, having σ v ≤ 150 km s −1 . The components identified as "shocklike", however, present a high-velocity tail at σ v > 150 km s −1 . Clearly the broad components are preferentially shock excited.
We show the Doppler shift of all the components in Figure 3 . The narrow, shock-like components (and the HII components) are detected over distances of 15 − 30 kpc along the slit. The velocity offsets relative to the galaxy redshift are positive in one direction and negative to the opposite side of the nucleus. -In the above histograms we present the distributions of line width for components identified as "shock-like" and those identified as "HII". Nearly all components with "HII" line ratios have σv < 150 km s −1 . The distribution of components identified as "shock-like" has a tail out to large line widths. (Of the 430 components measured, 34 copomnents are not shown here because the measurement uncertainties did not place them uniquely in one of these two excitation classes.)
strates that the position-velocity diagrams for these narrow, shock-like components are typically consistent with the projection of a galactic rotation curve, suggesting the process producing narrow, shock-like emission components is associated with a gas disk.
The broader components with σ v > 150 km s −1 , however, do not show similar rotation gradients, suggesting that a different physical mechanism is involved in producing the broad emission. Figure 3 shows that the broad, shocked components are nearly always blueshifted in stark constrast to the narrow components. The blueshifts of the broad, shocked components reach a maximum of 500 km s −1 . Because the ULIRGs are very dusty galaxies, their nuclei are not transparent at optical wavelengths. Hence, the emission-line radiation that we detect at the center of a ULIRG must be emitted on the near side of the dusty, gaseous disk. We therefore conclude that the blueshifted emission comes from outflowing gas on the near-side of the galaxy rather than infall on the far side. The broad emission in adjacent apertures maintain similar kinematics, which allows us to assume that these regions have similar dust obscuration. In support of this outflow interpretation, we note that the broad, shocked emission spans a velocity range quite similar to that of the blueshifted Na I absorption troughs previously identified in these spectra (Martin 2005 (Martin , 2006 .
Using the spatial information along the slit, we traced the extent of each spectral component in Paper 1. Figure  4 shows how the spatial extent of an emission component varies with its velocity disperion and excitation classification. Broad, shocked emission in ULIRGs is usually spatially extended but is not detected as far away from the nucleus as is the narrow component. The broad, shocked component can typically be traced to ∼ 5 kpc away from the peak continuum emission and up to 6 kpc in IRAS 03158+4227. We discuss the source of these broad, shocked outflows in Section 4.
OUTFLOW SOURCE
In general, the broad emission components are blueshifted to high velocity relative to the systemic ve- locity and only a few components are redshifted as shown in Fig. 3 . For emission, a blueshifted line profile can be interpreted in two ways -outflow on the near side of the galaxy or inflow on the far side of the galaxy. In the case of dusty ULIRGs, however, the presence of dust obscuration allows a unique identification of the blueshift as outflow; photons coming from infalling gas on the far side of the galaxy would have a longer path length through dusty regions, thereby increasing the amoung of extinction. The outflow interpretation is further supported by the spatial extent of the blueshifted lines identified in Fig. 4 . The spatial extent of broad blueshifted emission suggests that the emission is associated with regions beyond the deepest part of the gravitational potential well. In the following sections, we explore the possible physical origins of the outflow.
Star Formation vs. AGN as a Power Source
The power source of ULIRGs has been under debate for more than 20 years, owing to the obscuration in optical and shorter wavelengths by dust. Using the Spitzer Infrared Spectrograph (IRS), Veilleux et al. (2009) (Armus et al. 2004 (Armus et al. , 2006 (Armus et al. , 2007 Veilleux et al. 2009 ), however, these ratios are well constrained for only 3 of the 14 ULIRGs in this sample. Two of the objects with well constrained contributions (IRAS01572+0009, IRAS12072-0444) show ∼ 90% AGN contributions to L bol . The third object (IRAS15001+1433) that is well constrained shows an ∼ 50% AGN contribution. Measurements of the mid-IR line ratios for the other 11 ULIRGs place a < ∼ 30% upper limit on the AGN contribution to their bolometric luminosity. Although the AGN is generally not the dominant source of luminosity in these ULIRGs, we still need to investigate whether the broad lines could be directly related to the AGN.
AGN Broad Line Region
A broad line region (BLR) is a common feature in Seyfert 1 and 1.5 galaxies, appearing as permitted and intercombination emission lines broadened to 1,000 to 25,000 km s −1 FWHM (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) . The weakness of forbidden transitions in the BLR is explained by the high electron density, n e > 10 9 cm −3 , which enhances collisional de-excitation (Peterson 2006) . Reverberation mapping places the BLR size at much less than 1 pc (Bentz et al. 2009; Brewer et al. 2011) , suggesting fast moving gas reflects the deep gravitational potential in the vicinity of a supermassive black hole (Dietrich et al. 1999 ). In our ULIRG spectra, emission from an AGN BLR would be confined to the central aperture (∼ 1 ′′ ). In the ULIRG spectra, however, the broad emission lines extend beyond a spatial resolution element, calling into question the BLR as a source of these features. Additionally the broad emission features appear not only in the permitted transitions, but also in the forbidden transitions. These observations, along with the low electron density measurements < ∼ 100 cm −3 from [S II] line ratios, rule out an AGN BLR as the source of the broad, shocked emission components.
Narrow Line Region
In the emission-line ratio diagrams, we use the line defining the maximum excitation via extreme star formation (Kewley et al. 2006 ) to distinguish HII emission from shock-like emission. Above this, line ratios are typically attributed to narrow line regions of Seyfert galaxies or LINERs. The Seyfert and LINER line ratios can be described by fast shocks where the gas density ahead of the shock determines the influence of the radiative precursor on the overall emission line ratio. Gas rich Seyfert galaxies have a larger contribution from the radiative precursor, resulting in larger [O III]/Hβ ratios. LINERs are suspected to have lower gas densities ahead of the shock, which leads to lower [O III]/Hβ ratios (Dopita & Sutherland 1995) .
The size of shocked AGN NLR region is empirically related to the luminosity of the [O III] λ5007 emission (Bennert et al. 2002; Greene et al. 2011) . The scaling relation we use (Greene et al. 2011 ) is developed without corrections for in situ dust extinction of L [OIII] , owing to the difficulty of robust corrections for obscured quasars (Reyes et al. 2008 Since any nucleus can host an AGN, we measure luminosity for each galaxy in the pairs of merging galaxiesincreasing the total galaxy count in this study to 48. Of the galaxies with components that have log([O III]/Hβ) > 0.5, the range of luminosities spans several orders of magnitude (1.9 × 10
39 erg s −1 . For 9 galaxies (in 7 ULIRGs -IRAS00188-0586, IRAS01003-2238, IRAS05246+0103, IRAS08311-2459, IRAS09583+4714, IRAS13451+1232, and IRAS15130-1958) the measured outflow radii are within a factor of 1.6 of inferred radii from the scaling relation.
The majority of galaxies have L [OIII] and spatial distributions that do not suggest excitation via AGN. In the 8 ULIRGs (13 galaxies), no components appear above the log([O III]/Hβ) > 0.5 cutoff, but we still detect shocklike line ratios up to 6 kpc from the closest nucleus, suggesting some other mechanism is responsible for the ionization. In 14 of these galaxies the components with appropriate log([OIII]/Hβ) appear only in regions outside the nuclear aperture. Galaxies that have a strong extended AGN presence would more likely consist of a contiguous region that includes the nucleus, suggesting that these are also not part of an NLR. The remaining galaxies have regions with shocked gas at radii greater than the estimated NLR size by a factor of 2.
In general, most cases do not favor AGN as the source of the observed emission line profile and instead are consistent with shocks driven by stellar winds and supernovae, as indicated by the AGN fractions. With this understanding of the outflow source, we can make estimates of the outflowing masses and the energy injected into the system by these processes.
Energetics of Supernova Feedback
Excluding the AGN-dominanted cases IRAS01572+0009 and IRAS12072-0444, the star formation rates in these ULIRGs indicate enormous amounts of mechanical power is deposited in the ISM by massive stars. In this section, we compare mechanical power to the power in the bulk outflow of warm-ionized gas. We stress that our estimates of the mass and kinetic energy in the bulk flow are no better than factor of ∼ 3 accuracy. Uncertainty about the filling factor Note. -Column 1: IRAS Name. Column 2: Total infrared luminosity log(LIR/L⊙) (Murphy et al. 1996) . Column 3: Outflow velocity taken as vout = |v| + σv ( km s −1 ) from the Paper I (Table 3) . Since we are unsure of the degree to which projection effects play a role in the measured velocity, assume all outflowing regions have the same vout, but is foreshortened. In this simplification we take the maximum vout of the apertures, to represent the vector that is most parallel to the line of sight. Column 4: Maximum radius of outflow (kpc). rout is defined by the maximum separation between an aperture which shows outflow and the continuum peak. Column 5: outflow time scale (Myr). Column 6: Total luminosity of Hα from the outflow components (Ltot/10 40 ) erg s −1 . We correct the Hα emission for Galactic dust extinction using the reddening curve from Cardelli et al. (1989) and values of E(B-V) and AV from the Infrared Science Archive maps (Schlegel et al. 1998) . We use the measured Balmer decrement and the Calzetti et al. (1994) reddening curve to correct for internal extinction. Column 7: Mass of outflowing gas in 10 6 M⊙ from Ltot and Eq.4 assuming ne = 100 cm −3 and γ ′ = γ phot . Column 8: Mass of outflowing gas in 10 6 M⊙ from Σ and Eq.6 with an assumed hemisphere geometry, with the maximum path length through the sphere defined by the radius, δs = rout, and f = 0.01. Within each aperture the path length through the sphere varies as s = (r 2 out − (raperture − r nucleus )
2 ) 1/2 Column 9: Outflow rate estimated from Ltot in M⊙ yr −1 described in Section 4.2.2. Column 10: Outflow rate estimated from Σ in M⊙ yr −1 with an assumed hemisphere geometry. Column 11: Star formation rate estimated from LIR are values (Murphy et al. 1996) and relation SFR = LIR/13.0 × 10 9 L⊙. This relation is an adjustment of the Kennicutt (1998) relation adjusted for a stellar mass range from 1 to 100 M⊙ (M⊙ yr −1 ). This star formation rate is also corrected for AGN contribution to L bol for the objects included in Veilleux et al. (2009) . In cases where upper limits to the AGN fraction are not provided for an individual object in Veilleux et al. (2009) , we use the average AGN contribution of 30%. Column 12: Efficiency of outflow fromṀL. Column 13: Efficiency of outflow fromṀΣ with an assumed hemisphere geometry and filling factor f = 0.01. The objects in this table are restricted to those that have at least 1 aperture with a shock-like spectral component with σv > 150 km s −1 .
of the warm-ionized gas and the large-scale geometry of the outflow dominate the systematic error. The mass, energy, and momentum carried by the outflowing, warm-ionized gas should clearly be viewed as a lower limit on the total amounts carried by all phases of the wind, which likely includes substantial components of both coronal gas and molecular gas.
Mass of Warm-Ionized Gas
For each ULIRG that shows broad, shock-like emission components, we can estimate the outflowing mass of warm-ionized gas. This mass is the product of the gas density and the volume occupied by the warm-ionized phase.
The fraction of the total volume V filled with warmionized gas is called the filling factor. For HII regions, this filling factor,
is computed from the RMS electron density obtained from the Hα luminosity or surface brightness and the electron density computed from a density-sensitive doublet ratio such as [S II] λλ6717, 31. Values of the filling factor range from 0.001 < f < 0.1 in nearby HII regions (Searle 1971; Kennicutt 1984; Kaufman et al. 1987) and therefore have a very signficant impact on the estimated mass. The range of filling factor may indeed be different in the ULIRGs, given the difference in star formation rate from these HII regions in normal galaxies, but these values provide a point of comparison. In the ULIRG spectra, the flux ratio for the [S II] doublet is typically consistent with the low-density limit and indicates n e < ∼ 100 cm −3 , but the ratios of the two [S II] lines indicate densities n e ≈ 500 cm −3 in the central apertures of IRAS01003-2238, IRAS05246+0103, IRAS08311-2459, IRAS09583+4714, and IRAS23327+2913. For our mass estimates, we adopt a fiducial value of n e = 100 cm −3 but carry along the scaling with density explicitly in our results.
The outflow mass is
where n e is the electron density, m H is the mass of hy-drogen, and the mass per H atom is µ = 1.4 amu when helium is included. The unknown factor V n e f in Eqn. 2 is simply related to the Hα luminosity by
Eliminating the common factor between Eqn. 2 and 3, the outflowing mass,
can be estimated from the luminosity of the broad, shocked emission component for any assumed value of the gas density, n e . The effective volume emissivity, γ ′ , varies depending on the temperature and excitation mechanism. For photoionized regions with T = 10 4 K, γ ′ = γ phot = α eff Hα hν = 3.56 × 10 −25 erg cm 3 s −1 in Case B recombination theory (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) . In shocked regions, collisional excitation and ionization can make γ ′ larger or smaller than γ phot by a factor of two to three (Goerdt et al. 2010; Genzel et al. 2011) . Since the photionization case is in the middle of the plausible range for γ phot , we estimate masses using γ phot .
We present the estimated masses in Table 1 . They range from 1.8 × 10
6 M ⊙ to 3.9 × 10 8 M ⊙ . The median and standard deviations are 40×10
6 M ⊙ and 84×10 6 M ⊙ respectively. The systematic errors in the mass estimate are difficult to quantify. For example, Fig. 5 illustrates the aperture correction to the observed flux. In addition, corrections for internal Hα extinction can be large. The large outflow mass in IRAS20087-0308, for example, is due in large part to the extinction correction. For individual galaxies, the masses in Col. 7 of Table 1 should be interpreted as rough estimates accurate to a factor of 2-3.
The measured Hα surface brightness provides a sanity check on the assumed electron density, or equivalently n 2 e 1/2 f −1/2 by Eqn. 1. The Hα surface brightness, Σ = L Ha /A depends on the three-dimensional shape of the outflow since the volume is the product of the projected area A and the depth of the emitting region, ∆s, along the sightline. The surface brightness depends on density as
By analogy to Eqn. 4, the inferred outflow mass is
In Table 1 , col. 8 provides examples of the mass estimates obtained by this method. If our density estimate n e is reasonable, then equating M Σ and M L should imply reasonable values for the product of the filling factor and the depth of the emitting region along the line of sight. If we adopt f = 0.01, then the required path length through the emitting region is often only a few hundred pc. Such a small pathlength would arise only if the emitting region had a hollow shell structure. If the emitting region is roughly spherical, ∆s ≈ √ A, the implied filling factor is often small, f ∼ 10 −3 . The real values of s and f that unify the mass -The long black rectangle represents the slit, the gray boxes represent apertures along the slit, the annuli are the total estimated regions for each position. The number of outflows detected in ULIRGs (75-80% Rupke et al. 2002; Martin 2005) suggests that a biconical outflow cone has a large opening angle ∼145 • . This allows us to use a sphere as a rough approximation to the geometry. We estimate the luminosity contributed by regions outside of the slit by assuming this circular symmetry and a constant surface brightness within the half annuli as the aperture within it. The central aperture coincides with the nucleus of the galaxy used in the measurement.
estimates may involve a change in both of these parameters, but will depend on each individual case. The bottom line is the volume filling factor of the warm-ionized gas may be tiny thereby leaving lots of volume to be filled by gas at a different temperature.
Outflow Velocity and Time Scale
The time scale for the outflow is estimated from the geometry and the kinematics measured from the emission line profile. In Table 1 , we define the outflow velocity (v out ) as |v| + σ v ( km s −1 ) taken from Table 3 in Paper I. The median v out in this sample is 580 km s −1 , and the values range from 200 to 1330 km s −1 . Estimating the outflow timescale from the outflow radius and velocity, t out = r out /v out , the implied mass loss rate of warm-ionized gas isṀ = M out /τ . For the estimate of mass outflow using luminosity (M L ), we find a range from 0.4 to 58 M ⊙ yr −1 where the median is 4.6 M ⊙ yr −1 . The largestṀ is in IRAS00188-0856, due mostly to the moderate v out and small r out . The surface brightness mass estimate with a spherical geometry (M Σ ) gives larger outflow rates on average from 1 to 80 M ⊙ yr −1 where the median is 15.2 M ⊙ yr −1 . In this case the largest outflow rate is in IRAS03158+4227, which has a large v out and r out , but in the surface brightness case, the large r out has a greater influence.
4.2.3.Ṁ vs SFR
An important parameter in modeling galactic winds is the efficiency (η) that star forming regions are able to remove gas from the star forming region. This parameter informs the timescale over which a galaxy will form stars before the stellar population itself removes gas and shuts down star formation. We estimate η as the ratio of outflow mass to the star formation rate measured from IR luminosities in Murphy et al. (1996) (Table 1) . We use the star formation rate estimated from the SFR = L IR /13.0×10 9 L ⊙ (Kennicutt 1998), adjusted for a stellar mass range from 1 to 100 M ⊙ and correcting the L IR for the AGN fraction.
In this sample of galaxies, the outflow rates typically yield η ∼ 10 −1 but span the range 10 −3 < η < 1. We emphasize, however, that this measurement refers only to the warm ionized gas, which may be the dominant phase of the outflowing gas. The mass outflow rates in the cool gas traced by Na I are at least a few tenths of the starformation rate, η ≡Ṁ /SF R ≈ 0.1, but are poorly constrained due to the large variations in ionization parameter among ULIRGs (Martin 2005; Murray et al. 2007 ). Hot winds and molecular outflows may also carry significant mass.
Shock Energetics
The presence of outflows implies that mechanical energy is injected into the gas. For objects that show outflow in emission, we can estimate the energy injection rate into the gas from a starburst by using the star formation rate. We scale the predicted supernova energy injection rates from (Leitherer et al. 1999, SB99) to the calculated SFR for each source, after correcting for differences in the assumed IMF low mass cutoff (Kennicutt 0.1 -100 M ⊙ , SB99 1-100 M ⊙ ). We assume continuous star formation model over a timescale longer than 40 Myr. This produces a nearly continuous injection of feedback energy contributed by supernovae and stellar winds.
The simplest model for the initial response of the interstellar gas to this feedback is based on stellar wind bubbles (Weaver et al. 1977; Shull & McKee 1979) . Shocks direct 55% of the feedback energy into the thermal energy of low density, coronal bubble and the other 45% into an expanding shell of swept-up interstellar medium. About 60% of the shell energy is radiated away in this model, suggesting that luminosity of the shocks would be 27% of the feedback power. For typical shock velocities, most of this energy will come out in ultraviolet and optical emission lines. The energy in the optical lines will be slightly greater than the UV lines by ∼ 20%, suggesting that ∼ 15% of the feedback power will come out in optical emission (Shull & McKee 1979) .
Using our estimates of physical properties in Section 4.2.1 and the shock speeds from Paper I, we can make comparisons to these efficiencies. In Figure 6 we show the ratio of the total optical luminosity (L opt ) for the components indicating shocked outflowing gas in the measured lines compared to the mechanical power (L w , inferred from the SFR). Since the luminosity of the optical emission lines is generally less than ∼15%, it follows that supernova feedback is a plausible source of power for this shocked emission.
Luminosity in the optical emission lines for 4 of the galaxies (IRAS05246+0103, IRAS09583+4714, IRAS13451+1232, and IRAS20087-0308) exceeds the expected fraction of energy injected into outflow by supernovae. The excess emission line energy in these objects (except for IRAS20087-0308), may be due to additional emission from an AGN NLR, since for these objects, the emission region size from scaling relations is consistent with that of an AGN NLR. Emission from IRAS20087-0308 encounters heavy extinction making the Balmer decrement difficult to measure, resulting in a possible over correction to the extinction, which would then skew the L opt /L w ratio.
We calculate the ratio of power that appears as kinetic energy from the outflow rate (L KE ) to the mechanical energy injection rate from the estimated mass and velocities measured for the outflow regions in Table 1 . This kinetic energy estimate usesṀ L as the outflow mass estimate and v out for the velocity. In Figure 6 , we show that this energy rate is again consistent with the fraction of energy in outflow models (mean = 0.08), which predict a ∼ 20% fraction of mechanical energy in the kinetic energy of the shell. The consistency in kinetic energy fraction with the models suggests that this process is possibly at work driving the outflows in ULIRGs. It also implies that the estimated masses are correct within an order of magnitude. A histogram showing the measured luminosity (Lopt) emitted in shocked gas compared to the mechanical energy injection rate (Lw) from supernovae scaled from the IR star formation rate with SB99. For a whole galaxy, both the emission associated with the shocked outflow (hashed) and the emission from all shocked regions (solid) are generally in the range 0 -15%, with the peak below 5%. The measured values are consistent with Weaver et al. (1977) . below: The fraction of the feedback energy that contributes the kinetic energy in the mass outflow is again consistent with the Weaver model.
DISCUSSION

Outflows in Integrated Spectra
In observations of galaxies at high redshift, obtaining similar spatial resolution to this study is difficult due to the small angular size of galaxies. The degree to which spatially integrated emission lines show evidence for the outflows in these spectra is unclear. We examine spatially integrated spectra in these data to examine which of the resolved features remain evident in the integrated spectra.
Spectral Classifications from the Total Line Flux
In low spectral resolution, spatially unresolved studies of galaxies, one means of examining the excitation mechanism is through total line flux classifications. We apply the same classifications (Paper I) to the ULIRGs based on spectra obtained by integrating along the slit. These total line flux classifications may be influenced by the observed shocks in outflows and gas disks. We examine the relation between classification and the presence of these shocks to determine which of the Seyferts, LINERS, and HII classified galaxies host shocked gas.
All 6 galaxies classified as Seyferts present broad, blueshifted outflows in the kpc scale apertures. The narrow emission line components in these Seyferts also present shock-like ratios in four out of six cases -IRAS00188-0856, IRAS01003-2238, IRAS13451+1232, and IRAS15130-1958.
These four Seyfert galaxies have both narrow and broad emission components that present shock-like flux ratios. The luminosity of the broad, shocked component is sufficient L [OIII] to generate a spatially resovled NLR. We conclude AGN photoionization is the source of excitation for these four galaxies.
IRAS09583+4714 and IRAS12071-0444 present the two exceptions for the Seyfert classified galaxies, where the broad components differ from the narrow components in their excitation. Of the two galaxies in the double IRAS09583+4714, the galaxy with shocked outflow presents narrow component excitation consistent with HII and has a strong, disk-like rotation gradient. In IRAS12071-0444, the narrow components have excitation more consistent with a LINER classification and are highly extended to ±9 kpc. For both of these exceptional galaxies, scaling relations from L [OIII] suggest that the outflow region is larger than what would be expected from an AGN NLR. The inconsistency of the outflow excitation with the integrated classification in these two galaxies suggest that a significant fraction of ULIRGs may be misclassified as Seyfert galaxies, when they host shocks in outflows outflows driven by star formation.
The subset of 9 galaxies classified as LINERs frequently host both narrow, shocked components and broad, shocked components. In all but one of these objects, narrow, shocked emission appears least 5 kpc from their associated nucleus. Among the 6 LINER spectra with broad, shocked components, the outflow is spatially extended in 5 of them. None of the 9 galaxies have sufficient L [OIII] to suggest that the shocked outflow or the narrow, shocked component is powered by an AGN NLR. These examples emphasize that a integrated galaxy spectrum with a LINER classification need not indicate the presence of an AGN.
Among the sample, 12 galaxies had emission line ratios on the borderline between classifications. Six of these borderline galaxies have ratios between the Seyfert and LINER classifications. These six galaxies have broad outflows as well as extended shocks that are not part of the bulk outflow. The two borderline galaxies with classifications between HII and LINER do not host shocked outflows, but do have extended shocks, which is responsible for making the net classification slightly outside the range of the HII galaxies. the last of these twelve galaxies are a mix of classifications, without a clear trend in behavior.
The largest fraction of the sample (21 out of 48 galaxies) is classified as HII in the integrated spectra. These galaxies share the same HII classification in the diagnostic diagrams that compare [O I]/Ha and [S II]/Hα, but the [N II]/Hα can be either HII or "composite" as described in Kewley et al. (2006) . The subset of galaxies with a "composite" classification are also host to either shocked outflows or shocks in the extended narrow emission line gas. Clearly, the presence of shocks in these objects modifies the [N II]/Hα classification, but observations with kpc scale spatial resolution showed that supernovae are a plausible source of the forbidden line enhancement and the outflow.
The spatially resolved analysis was also aided by the simultaneous multiple component fit to the emission line profiles, so we next investigate the integrated spectrum with the multiple component fit.
Identifying Shocks in the Integrated Spectral Profiles
Our analysis of spatially and spectrally resolved line emission provides new insight on how to identify regions of shocked gas. Here, we examine whether the method works on integrated spectra with moderate spectral resolution. This analysis differs from the previous section by comparing the line shapes in the integrated profiles to those in the apertures.
This analysis allows us to define the required ranges and resolutions of instruments obtaining the integrated spectra. Clearly, the integrated spectra must cover [O I]λ6300. The strong [O I]λ6300 emission from shocked regions and the separation of this transition from other lines make it critical for uniquely fitting multiple velocity components. Furthermore, we will assume the integrated spectra have spectral resolution of at least R ≥ 5000 and signal to noise ∼ 15 if multi-component fitting will be attempted.
Of the 24 galaxies that exhibit broad blueshifted outflow in the spatially resolved analysis, 19 galaxies also show these features in the integrated spectrum. In the remaining 5 galaxies, the strong narrow lines observed in the resolved analysis mask the signature of broad outflow in the integrated spectrum.
Regions with narrow (σ v < 150 km s −1 ) emission lines that have shock-like line ratios appear frequently (34 of 48 galaxies) in the spatially resolved analysis. Over a large range in position, these narrow features are identified at Doppler shifts ranging from -250 km s −1 to 250 km s −1 in a few galaxies. Averaging over a large range in Doppler shift acts to broaden the integrated line profiles. In 5 of the 34 galaxies with narrow shock emission, the summed components form a line of width σ v > 150 km s −1 in the integrated spectrum. . Left: IRAS16090-0139 presents outflow components in the resolved analysis that also appears in the integrated spectrum. The observed narrow shock also appears in the integrated profile fit. Right: In the nuclear aperture of IRAS23365+3604 we identify outflow from the kinematics in the emission component. The apertures at 2.9 kpc and 3 kpc from the continuum source identify emission from shocked gas. All of these features are washed out in the integrated profile.
nostic diagram. Fig. 7 shows the integrated aperture and spatially resolved apertures for IRAS16090-0139, which exhibits the outflow and narrow shocks from the resolved analysis in the integrated profile. We also compare this to the case of IRAS23365+3604, which shows both types of shock in the spatially resolved analysis, while the integrated case is only identified as HII.
In 15 out of the 34 galaxies, the Doppler shifts of the narrow, shocked components span a small enough range to be detected as 'narrow, shocked' components in the integrated spectrum. A narrow span of Doppler shifts would also make any broad outflow more identifiable, which means that objects with low inclination gas disks will show broad outflows more often.
We conclude that applying the multiple component fitting technique to integrated spectra would have some success in identifying broad, shocked components from outflows. In our sample, the outflow is undetected in the integrated spectrum only 20% of the time. In these 5 failures, a broad component is in fact detected in the integrated spectrum; but the spatially resolved analysis indicates the emission comes from a gas rotating like a disk. Building a better understanding of the physical origin of the narrow, shock-like emission component is therefore critical for interpreting the presence of broad, shocked emission in integrated spectra.
Lessons From the Local Laboratories
While there are important differences between ULIRGs and star-forming disks at z > 2, ULIRGs present high specific star formation rates that are similar to the high end of starforming galaxies from 2.5 < z < 5 (Elbaz et al. 2007; Cunha et al. 2010; Feulner et al. 2005) . The similar specific star formation rates suggest that local ULIRGs can provide insight into processes that occur below current resolution limits and that the broad emission components may share a common origin. Using adaptive optics (AO) spectroscopy of z ∼ 2 galaxies, star-forming clumps were recently shown to be the origin of the broad Hα/[N II] line wings (Genzel et al. 2011) . The ∼ 4 kpc offset of these clumps from the galactic center suggests a supernova-driven outflow, rather than an AGN, broadens the line emission. The more central location of the broad emission found in the ULIRGs illustrates that the ULIRGs are not direct analogs of the z ∼ 2 galaxies but the radius and luminosity of the broad emission region in most of these ULIRGs is uncomfortably large to be caused by the AGN.
In the echellete spectra, broad emission features are identified in the line profiles through the simultaneous fitting of multiple transitions. Our fitted linewidths are not as large as the broad Hα/[N II] wings reported for z ∼ 2 galaxies (Shapiro et al. 2009 ) because our spectra require broad components in the forbidden lines as well as the recombination lines. Additionally, since ULIRGs are known to be much more reddened than the z ∼ 2 starbursts; broad emission-line profiles produced by similar physical processes in the less-dusty z ∼ 2 galaxies will be more symmetric with respect to the systemic velocity and therefore broader than those in ULIRGs. While Shapiro et al. (2009) had difficulty distinguishing a BLRs and superwinds as a source of the broad emission features identified in stacks of z ∼ 2 spectra, the simultaneous fitting of more broad forbidden lines allows the identification of other sources of the broad emission rather than just Hα.
The estimates of outflow mass and outflow rate in the local ULIRGs provides context to the estimates of outflow rate and mass in the starforming clumps at z ∼ 2 (Genzel et al. 2011) . The star formation rate in these local ULIRGs (24 -180 M ⊙ yr −1 ) is much greater than the star formation rate in the z ∼ 2 starforming clumps (3.3 to 40 M ⊙ yr −1 ), but our estimates of the mass outflow rate are much lower (0.4 to 58 M ⊙ yr −1 for ULIRGs, 6 to 200 M ⊙ yr −1 for starforming clumps). These results are consistent with a higher η for warm ionized gas at high redshift but do not demand it. The gas density or the filling factor adopted for the high redshift galaxies could be tuned to give results for η similar to what we infer for these ULIRGs.
Some properties of these outflows are easier to study in nearby galaxies, and the methods in this study illustrates how more information about the outflows at z ∼ 2 can be obtained, even in integrated spectra. As mentioned already, for example, the outflows in z ∼ 2 galaxies likely have shock-like line ratios similar to those in our ULIRG sample. The properties of these shocks can be estimated once spectral coverage of additional lines -particularly [O I], Hβ, and [O III] -are obtained at moderate spectral resolution, R ≈ 5000, with similar signal to noise (∼ 15) as in this study.
SUMMARY
Paper I mapped optical, emission-line ratios across 39 ultraluminous infrared galaxies in 2 dimensions, i.e., lineof-sight velocity plus one spatial dimension. In this paper, we have used those measurements to describe the kinematics of regions excited by different physical processes. Figure 2 shows the distribution of line-of-sight velocity dispersion for regions with shock-like and HIIlike line ratios. The median linewidth for the shock-like components, σ v ≈ 144 km s −1 , is higher than that of the HII-like components, 61 km s −1 . The difference is caused by the large number of shock-like components broader than σ v ≈ 150 km s −1 and the near absence of HII-like components with linewidths this large.
These broad emission components are relevant to our understanding of gas inflows and outflows because gas in virial equilibrium would produce lines with smaller widths. Our results provide insight into the interpretation of the emission-line spectra of high redshift galaxies, particularly dusty galaxies with extremely high star formation rates.
We find that the broad shock-like components are typically spatially extended, reaching radii up to 6 kpc in Figure 4 . We show that in 9 out of 24 broad components, the size of this region exceeds that expected for an AGN NLR under the assumption that [OIII] 5007 luminosity from components with log([O III]/Hβ) > 0.5 is powered by the AGN. We estimate the total power radiated by summing the optical luminosities of the broad line components and applying a geometrical correction for slit losses. Since the resulting shock luminosities range from 5-20% of the mechanical power from supernova explosions, we conclude that supernovae are a viable power source for the gas flows that generate the shocks.
In ultraluminous infrared galaxies, dust absorbs much of the starlight; and the centers of these galaxies are not transparent at ultraviolet and optical wavelengths. At least in the central few kpc, we can be reasonably certain that the emergent emission-line profile is shaped by gas on the near side of the galaxy. We therefore interpret the blueshifts of the broad components as direct evidence that the gas is outflowing. In less dusty galaxies, this outflow component would presumably also have a red wing from emission coming from the far side of the galaxy. The broad components have surprisingly smooth line profiles. Across luminous infrared galaxies with winds, for example, the Hα + [NII] profiles are well described by a single, Gaussian component where emission from HII regions in the underlying disk dominate the flux. When the outflows are observed against the sky, along the minor axis, the emission lines are typically double peaked (Lehnert & Heckman 1995) . The relative intensities of the two components have been shown to reflect the inclination and opening angle of a biconical outflow (Heckman et al. 1990) . That some of the broad emission is detected beyond the continuum emission in these ULIRGs, yet does not have a double-peaked profile may be related in part to the obscuration of the back side of the outflow. However, it is not obvious that the galaxies are opaque at these large radii, and we tenatively conclude that the warm-ionized, outflowing gas in ULIRGs does not share the biconical structure that describes outflows in LIRGs very well.
The prominence of shock-excited emission in these starburst galaxies raises questions about how shocked emission skews the emission-line ratios measured from integrated spectra. Since the luminosity in the ultraviolet, ionizing continuum exceeds the mechanical power from supernova and stellar winds by about an order of magnitude (Leitherer et al. 1999; Martin 2007 ), we would not expect shocks from galactic winds to determine the line ratios measured in integrated spectra. What Figure 8 clearly demonstrates, however, is that when integrated spectra have moderately high spectral resolution, R ∼ 5000, shocked, outflowing gas can sometimes be recognized by comparing the line profiles of forbidden lines, particularly [OI] 6300, to the blended Hα + [NII] profile. We conclude that multi-component line fitting of at least these 4 transitions in the rest-frame optical spectrum can provide useful diagnostics of shock velocities and radiative energy losses in galaxies over a very broad range of cosmic time.
